Ionizing radiation therapies have been improving over the years, becoming more specific for each patient. Thereby, as the treatment planning system (TPS) complexities increases, the quality assurance (QA) methods have to be in constant evolution. One of the techniques that demand great complexity is the Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT), and one possible way to VMAT commissioning is using 3D dosimetry systems. Recently a new 3D dosimetry system called ArcCHECK had been developed and commercialized mainly for VMAT quality assurance. It is water-equivalent and composed by an array of 1386 diodes arranged in a helical pattern. 
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, ionizing radiation therapies, as Radiotherapy, have largely improved the machine and equipment technologies as well as the daily procedures, so that, treatment planning systems (TPS) are becoming more complex and specific for each patient. Thereby, as the TPS complexities increase, the Quality Assurance (QA) methods have to be in constant evolution to ensure the proper functioning of the dose delivery system [1] . One of the techniques that demand great complexity and attention in QA is the Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT). VMAT is a technique that attempts to optimize the 3D dose distribution by modulation of beam intensity, in one or various rotations, using any arc length around the patient [2] , in order to try to save significantly the adjacent healthy tissues in an extremely fast treatment [3] .
This technique attempts to be as close as possible to an exact treatment due to a planning algorithm, where three parameters vary simultaneously during the treatment [3] . Since it is quite complex, there are not official reports of commissioning procedures of machines in VMAT mode yet. One possible way to commissioning it is the planar dose verification, by the use of films or a matrix detector between a simulator object, where all parameters of the treatment are varied at the same time -the machine rotation velocity, the movement of multileaf collimators and the dose rate released [4] . However, a more suitable procedure for commissioning VMAT machines is using threedimensional (3D) dosimetry systems, since their implementation is more feasible and their use improves the accuracy in QA procedures when compared to a two-dimensional system. In order to investigate more appropriate QA procedures, some studies with 3D dosimetry systems have been carried out by several authors [1] .
Recently a new 3D dosimetry system called ArcCHECK (Sun Nuclear Corporation) had been de- 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monte Carlo Code MCNP6
Monte Carlo method (MCM) is a widely used tool to solve problems involving stochastic processes.
Since simulation methods like this ensure highly accurate results, their use is totally reliable for many knowledge areas [6] . MCNP (A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System) is a general-purpose code based on Monte Carlo method and designed especially to represent systems that involve radiation transport. The version 6 of MCNP (MCNP6) is much more than the merger of previous versions capabilities (MCNP5 and MCNPX). Among other tools, MCNP6 allows the user to generate or read mesh geometries, for example, and allows obtaining a track-length tally over a 3D mesh [7] .
This work presents two computational models of the 3D dosimetry system ArcCHECK developed for simulation using MCNP6. These models will contribute for dosimetry studies in QA procedures in radiation therapy, mainly in therapies that use volumetric dynamic arc (VMAT).
LINAC Virtual Source Model And Simulation
Virtual source model of a 6 MeV Linear Accelerator was used as the radiation source. The file was created following the methodology presented by Rucci et. al. [2014, 2016] . The primary photon source was represented by a square surface area of 0.215x0.215 cm 2 located at 100 cm from the center of the ArcCHECK system. The photon energy spectrum is composed by energies of 1 MeV, 3 MeV and 5 MeV, with respective probabilities of 68.4 %, 25% and 6.7%. The photon emission aperture angle considered was 4.54 degrees. In this work, it was considered a radiation field size of 10 x10 cm 2 , so that, jaws were added on the X and Y axes to the model to shape the radiation field.
The jaw was modelled as a 5 cm thick Tungsten with a square aperture of 3. 
Simple Model
The first computational model of the ArcCHECK system is represented by a cylinder with 13.3 cm radius and 32.4 cm height, as shown in Figure 3a and 3b. Bi-dimensional dose map was obtained using the MCNP6 FMESH tally in which a cylindrical grid is constructed over the cylindrical shell with a radius of 10.5 cm where the diodes are located. The grid in the cylindrical shell is composed by 66 x 21 elements with a shell thickness of 0.4 cm, each element representing one diode in the system. The whole system is assumed to be composed by water. In each diode, it is assumed that the electronic equilibrium is stablished, so that, the dose is obtained using the particles track-length estimation, convolved with the mass-energy absorption coefficient of water. 
Detailed Model
In this model the 1386 diodes present in the system were explicitly modeled as spheres of 0.4 cm radius. The spatial position of each diode, which is arranged in helical format with 10.5 cm radius, was extracted from the measurement output file (filename.acm) provided by the detector system.
There are 66 diodes in a helical roll with a total of 21 helical rolls. For simulations, the diodes were assumed to be composed by water so as the entire cylinder, which represents the whole system.
Figures 3c and 3d show the computational model. Dose calculation in each diode was done using the *F8 tally which gives the energy deposition transferred to the diode volume in each particle collision. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all simulations, a number of particle histories (nps) of 10 9 was simulated. This value was chosen so that the results of the simulations always generated relative errors less than 1.5% for all points requested. After the simulations, the MATLAB [10] software was then used to process the outputs of the models and generate dose map images of the results (dose unit given in MeV/g). Also, the experimental data obtained from the ArcCHECK irradiation under a 6 MeV, 10x10 cm² field beam was processed to allow data comparisons between simulation and experimental data. Figure 4a shows the normalized 2D dose map obtained from simulation and Figure 4b 
Simple Model
Detailed Model
In this model, the dose was calculated using *F8 Tally, scoring the energy deposition in each sphere detector representing the diodes. 2D dose map is shown in Figure 5a and the percentage difference as a result of the comparison with the experimental data is shown in Figure 5b . As in the previous case, very good agreement has been obtained in the region inside the radiation field area in both (front and opposite) sides of the cylinder relative to the radiation beam. Differences in the lateral region are smaller than those observed in the previous model, but still high in some diodes caused by high dose gradients, which are very sensitive to small shifts in the detector system positioning.
This fact were checked with the realization of several experimental tests, where small shifts in different directions were provoked and the differences in the system response where registered. Considerable percentage differences in response have been observed in regions of high dose gradient as predicted in the simulations. Fortunately, high dose differences occur in regions where the relative dose values are lower than 10% of the maximum. We concluded that within the uncertainties and discrepancies found, this simple computational model is capable of detect differences in dose caused by accelerator malfunctioning, so that, it can be used to predict any failure during the irradiation process in IMRT or VMAT therapies.
